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Antony Phillipson
Her Majesty’s Trade
Commissioner
for North America

Welcome

I am delighted to welcome
the UK delegation to the
first ever virtual version
of Kidscreen. Embracing
this new way of connecting,
is an indication of the
enthusiasm, flexibility
and adaptability of all UK
companies and freelancers
when it comes to the task
of picking up from an
extraordinarily challenging
year, by continuing to
build and grow lucrative
international partnerships
abroad.

The UK Department for International Trade
(DIT) and The Children’s Media Conference
have embraced the new word of virtual events,
and have once again brought high-calibre
delegates to Kidscreen’s world-renowned
marketplace. I look forward to seeing yet more
successful partnerships emerge and develop
from this year’s summit. As in previous years,
this year the delegation is made up of companies
with many different roles and purposes –
showcasing an ever increasing diverse range
of producers and freelancers not only bringing
IP and creative content ideas to the market –
for which the UK is world renowned; but also
business services such as writing, composing,
distribution, as well as business consultancy
and legal support aimed at the children’s
content market.
As the UK transitions its global trading
relationships, our partners, old and new, can
be confident that the UK’s Creative Industries
remain vibrant, dynamic and global. Currently
one in eight businesses in the UK is a creative
business, and as a sector it has traditionally
generated more than £100bn a year towards
the UK economy and employed more than
2m people.

Even though businesses have suffered this year
due to the pandemic, the Unites States was
once again UK’s largest export market and the
UK’s largest import market in the four quarters
to the end of Q2 2020, accounting for 20.8%
of UK exports and 13.2% of UK imports.
The children’s media sector continues to
contribute significantly to that export figure.
Last year’s Kidscreen Summit generated over
£70million in confirmed deals for members
of the UK delegation, and deals are still being
developed on the back of it. While this year
was challenging in many ways, the UK is very
much still open for business and, especially
in Children’s Media, continues to lead the way.
The UK Government remains a committed
supporter of the innovation economy and
focused on creating a business friendly environment through multiple tax relief programs to
allow for the gold-standard content the creative
industry delivers across various platforms
including: animation, video games, VFX, and
live-action TV.
We are also very proud of our Young Audiences
Content Fund which offers a three-year
investment programme worth over $75m
to the children’s and youth media industries
which, when added to the BBC’s continuing
support for the same audience, places the
UK in the top rank for public investment in
content for young people.
I would encourage all virtual summit attendees
to speak to representatives from the Department
for International Trade at the UK@Kidscreen
virtual stand for more information. Whether
you’re looking for UK talent, would like to
know more about the UK’s incentives, or are
considering expanding your US operations into
the UK, my colleagues will be happy to speak
with you.
Finally, I would like to thank the UK delegation
for the opportunity to support their commercial
goals and business relationships. I look forward
to hearing of your future successes, and wish
you a productive and successful market and
conference.
Antony Phillipson

Foreword

In last year’s foreword we
wrote about a kids’ media
landscape characterised by
change and confusion. Who
knew that within days of
Kidscreen 2020 we would
enter the most unstable,
unfathomable world market
conditions that we and most
other industries have ever
faced. The animation
industry worldwide reacted
with amazing efficiency to
keep production going
during the pandemic.
The UK’s animation and live
action sector was at the
forefront of this and remains
as vibrant and energetic as
ever. Come and meet us at
the UK Pavilion to find out
more.

The Children’s Media Conference (CMC) is
proud to host the UK@Kidscreen delegation
again in 2021. We are embracing the virtual
nature of the event, and have configured our
approaches to the delegation and its various
members to offer them maximum access to the
world market through the Kidscreen XChange,
virtual networking events and meetings in the
extended market on the Kidscreen Summit
platform.
We hope you’ll take advantage of it too. Come
and meet us at the UK Pavilion where our team
of experts can guide you to the right person
or company in our 40-strong group for your
needs. Whether you are looking for talent – in
writing or composing, animation or live-action
production partners. We are always happy to
chat and advise.

UK@Kidscreen 2021

Working with the UK has distinct advantages.
The British delegation is characterised by a
depth of understanding of the children’s
audience, years of experience in international
co-production markets, high standards in
writing, performance and production across
fiction and factual formats, flexibility in
collaborative projects and a strong “hinterland”
of support from UK broadcasters, industry
associations such as Animation UK and PACT
and our own contribution – the industry’s
annual shared learning event – the Children’s
Media Conference.
It’s also backed by generous tax incentives
– for film, animation, games and children’s
television, and is further supported by the
$73m Young Audiences Content Fund.
Award winners, large established companies
with fantastic track records, small start-ups
with exciting ideas, service companies with
unmatched experience in legal, finance or other
support operations – whatever your content or
service needs – we have someone in the British
group who can provide it.
And to build on those British relationships you
could also attend the world’s most stimulating
kids’ media conference – the CMC, in the UK
(5-9 July 2021) – with its attached market – the
International Exchange. With 1000+ delegates,
it’s the only event where you’re as likely to meet
a book publisher, licensing agent, ed-tech
producer, app maker, academic or theatre
director, as you are all the key names in UK
and European kids’ TV.
Greg Childs and Sarah Baynes
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Greg Childs
Editorial Director,
The Children’s Media
Conference

Sarah Baynes
CEO,
The Creative Garden
UK@Kidscreen Mission
Leaders
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276 Consultancy
www.jesshitchman.com

Jess Hitchman
Writer/ Creator/
Digital Exec
Email
jessica.hitchman
@gmail.com
Instagram
@jess.hitch
LinkedIn
Jess Hitchman

Jess Hitchman is a Digital Executive,
Children’s Author and Screenwriter mixing
innovation and storytelling to create new
experiences for kids.
As Executive Product Manager at BBC
Children’s, Jess led the vision and strategy
for some of the UK’s most loved kid’s apps,
including the BAFTA nominated CBBC
‘Buzz’, CBeebies ‘Storytime’ and CBeebies
‘Playtime Island’.
Jess is also a Children’s Author with a number
of picture books and graphic novels in various
stages of publishing.
She is currently developing a range of TV
shows including two innovative preschool
animations and a dramedy for 8 – 11s that was
recently funded via the BFI Young Audiences
Content Development Fund.

3Megos Ltd
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www.3megos.com

01

Martin Lowde
CEO
Email
martin@3Megos.com
LinkedIn
Martin Lowde
Twitter
@martinlowde

02

03

3Megos Ltd was founded 2017 by 3 colleagues
and friends with the same creative objective:
to create new formats for kids that work across
media, are commercially viable, and deliver
the best in entertainment, developing our own
IP and work with brand and IP owners to
develop theirs.
3Megos specialise in storytelling and
character development, creating a 360 world
and delivering a concrete offering for brands,
consumers and audiences. In a nutshell,
3Megos unpack the values of projects and
bring them together in one consistent fluid
narrative. Making everything have value and
sense to the project. Whether this be an idea
of TV or a consumer product, 3Megos
understand the value of strong storytelling and
connecting with children through narrative.
The 3Megos have an exceptional combined
wealth of production talent and experience
from script writing, live action production, high

end animation, mixed media and digital Apps,
overseeing all of our productions in-house and
work with a talented pool of like-minded artists
and technicians to deliver outstanding results.
The 3Megos team recognise that great creative
ideas and production is only the start. Brands
and IP owners want to know how they will sell
more products and how great creativity will
drive new revenue streams.With a wealth of
experience, contacts and live examples of taking
creative concepts to market, and driving
merchandising sales, 3Megos is able to deliver
a unique and valuable commercial service.

01. Let’s Go See
02. DesignaFriend
03. Gully’s Toon Time
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Acamar Films
www.acamarfilms.com

01

Eroulla Constantine
Director of Distribution
and Sales

Ben Taylor
Sales Executive

Jodie Morris
Chief Content and
Audiences Officer
Email
sales@acamarfilms.com
LinkedIn
Acamar Films

02

Twitter
@AcamarFilms
01. 02. 03.
© Acamar Films 2020.

Acamar Films is an independent film and
television production company based in
Camden, London, founded in 2005 to create
premium quality film and television projects.
Its CEO, and Bing’s producer, Mikael Shields
has over 30 years’ experience and an international reputation for identifying, developing
and producing a wide range of hit film and
television projects.

03
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www.altanimation.com

01

02

Tim Bryans
Managing Director
Email
tim@altanimation.com
LinkedIn
Tim Bryans

03

Twitter
@ALTAnimation

ALT Animation is a Northern Irish animation
studio based in Belfast focused on delivering
exciting and engaging animated content for
audiences of all ages across multiple platforms.
Formed in 2016 by Andrea McQuade, Lee
McQuade and Tim Bryans, the Directors of
the company have over 35 years’ experience
in the creative industries. They have previously
worked for clients such as CBBC, Disney,
Nickelodeon, PBS Kids and Channel 4
delivering award winning animated content,
apps and commercials with exceptionally high
production values that are viewed across
the globe.
Since forming ALT, Animation have collaborated
with clients such as Avalon, Mackinnon
& Saunders, BBC Studios, and Milkshake! on
animated properties as well as developing their
own slate of animated properties with studios
all around the world. They were one of the first
animation studios in the UK to receive funding

from the BFI’s Young Audiences Content Fund
for their stop motion pre-school series ‘The
Hearios’, which they pitched at Cartoon Forum
in 2019. They are currently in production on
Adastra's new 52 part pre-school mixed media
series ‘Mimi’s World’ commissioned by
Channel 5’s Milkshake and in 2020 were
awarded single project development funding
from Creative Europe for their first animated
feature – ‘Lugi – The Brodgar Boy’.

01, 02, 03.
© ALT Animation 2021.
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Animation Garden
www.animation-garden.com

01

Iain Gardner
Creative Director
Email
iain@animation-garden
.com
Facebook
GayBadgers
LinkedIn
Iain Gardner
Twitter
@GayBadgers
@AnimationGrdn

01. © Animation Garden

Animation Garden was established by Award
Winning Filmmaker Iain Gardner in 2017
to develop his own IP which has since been
presented at Cartoon360 and Cartoon Forum.
The company was amongst the curated list of
‘Producers to Watch’ at MIPTV Spring 2020.
Delivering bespoke animation sequence for
advertising, music video and documentary,
the company has also been the beneficiary of
the British Film Institute’s Young Audiences
Content Fund to develop the unique ‘Mustard
& Ketchup’ which stars a couple of gay badgers.
Former Disney/BBC commissioner Lucy Pryke
is the development consultant on this project,
which also saw Maurice Wheeler of We Are
Family deliver an impact assessment on
the positive impact of LGBT+ visibility in
Children’s Media.

Animation Garden is also in partnership with
renowned producer Iain Harvey from The
Illuminated Film Company and Filmograf
Poland to produce ‘A Bear Named Wojtek’
which Iain Gardner will direct. This half hour
special is inspired by the true story of an
orphaned Syrian Brown Bear who became
a mascot to the Polish Army during WWII,
with production projected to start in 2021.

Anthem Studios
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www.anthemstudios.com

01

Michael Wakelam
Producer
Email
michael@anthemstudios
.com
LinkedIn
Michael Wakelam
Twitter
@MikeWakelam
02

Anthem is an animation studio based in London
and founded in 2012. We are developing several
projects for preschool and kids markets.
In 2018 we pitched ‘The Wild Truth’, a hybrid
project, at Cartoon Forum in Toulouse to
a great response and are currently seeking
partners for this project and others, including
the preschool show Skye Blue: Global Diplomat,
which is being produced by Fonda Snyder and
Irene Weibel.
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Azoomee / Da Vinci
www.azoomee.com
www.davincikids.tv

Luca Fiore
Director of Content
Email
luca.fiore@azoomee.com

Azoomee / Da Vinci is a kids’ global media
company and app development studio with
offices in London, Berlin, Istanbul and
Luxembourg.
In 2019, Azoomee acquired Da Vinci Media,
thereby forming the no. 1 educational
entertainment company in the world. The
company’s mission is to unlock children’s full
potential by igniting a passion for discovery
and imagination through inspiring videos
and games.
Through its mobile apps, TV apps, and TV
channels, the Azoomee and Da Vinci content is
watched by an audience of 60 million families
& kids in over 190 countries and in 19
languages.

Beakus
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www.beakus.com

Steve Smith
Producer
Email
studio@beakus.com
Instagram
@beakus
LinkedIn
beakus
Twitter
@studiobeakus
01

02

03

Beakus is an animation studio, and a producer
of original animated IP for preschool. Founded
10 years ago in the UK, we are also a service
studio for broadcast of both long and short-form
animation.
We have been nominated for two Kidscreen
Awards – in 2018 for ‘Olobob Top’ (78 x 5-mins)
and in 2019 for ‘Yakka Dee’ (100 x 5-mins).
Our work has been seen by millions of children
all over the world, and we pride ourselves on
crafting stories and visuals that connect deeply
with them.
We are largely a 2D animation studio, directorlead, and small enough to work on only the
best quality projects.
We are currently in development on our latest
preschool property, ‘Big Lizard’ (52 x 7-mins)
with our partners Je Suis Bien Content, and
also completing pre-production work (story-

boards and animatics) for Glowberry’s brand
new IP ‘Brave Bunnies’ (52 x 7-mins).
We are led by experienced producer and
director Steve Smith and draw on a wide pool
of creative talent. We are looking for series
production partners for whom we can
contribute pre-production materials, as well
as broadcasters and platforms to show our
original IP.

01. 02. 03
© Beakus Ltd 2020.
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Beyond Rights
www.beyondrights.tv
/programmes/kids

01

02

Sarah McCormack
Senior VP, Acquisitions
& Co-productions
Email
sarah@beyondrights.tv

03

Instagram
@beyondrights
LinkedIn
Beyond Rights
Twitter
@beyondrights

03. 02. 03.
© Beyond Rights

Beyond invests in, develops, produces and
co-produces a wide range of kids’ programming.
Our award-winning kids content reaches
children of all ages – from pre-school to
teenagers – and through a wide range of
animated and live-action productions. We pride
ourselves in finding exciting new ways to
entertain and inform young people about the
world around them.

Blue Zoo
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www.blue-zoo.co.uk

01

02

Alison Warner
Managing Director,
Blue Zoo Rights
Email
alison@blue-zoo.co.uk
Instagram
@blue_zoo
LinkedIn
Blue-Zoo Animation
Studio
Twitter
@blue_zoo

03

Now in its 21st year, multi-BAFTA winning
Blue Zoo is one of the largest independent
studios in the UK, where our reputation for
developing and creating charming, comedic
and educational children’s TV shows is second
to none. We produce both long and short
form CG and 2D animated content and pride
ourselves on delivering on time and on budget
for both service and original series.
Our original content includes the BAFTA
winning series ‘Numberblocks’, ‘Alphablocks’,
BAFTA-nominated ‘Digby Dragon’ and
‘Olive the Ostrich’ and have a number of new
properties in development across all genres
which we’re delighted to discuss further
at Kidscreen.

03. © Marmalade Films
Limited – Mascaret Films
SAS 2019.
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Bright Little Labs
www.brightlittlelabs.com

01

Sophie Deen
CEO
Email
sophie@brightlittlelabs
.com
LinkedIn
Sophie Deen
Facebook
Bright Little Labs
Instagram
@blittlelabs
Twitter
@BLittleLabs

02

01. Zaffi Zoo
02. Agent Asha

Bright Little Labs is an award-winning kids’
media company who make entertaining,
purpose-driven content and products for kids
aged 3-11.
Backed by WarnerMedia and the Cabinet Office,
and fuelled by the need to prepare kids for
a digital future, Bright Little Labs focus on
the power of stories and inclusive role models
to teach kids 21st century digital skills like
computer science, critical thinking, and
creativity.
They are showcasing two flagship IPs
at Kidscreen: ‘Zaffi Zoo’ (30 x 5, 2D, in
development). For kids aged 3+, Zaffi Zoo
brings coding concepts to preschoolers with
afrobeat music, loveable characters and dance
routines to make Beyonce jealous. Follow the
adventures of Yessi, a 160-year-old digital vet,
and Zaffi, his 6-year-old apprentice, as they
take care of all the (robot!) animals in Zaffi
Zoo, ‘Agent Asha’ (26 x 11, 2D, in development).

For kids aged 7+, Agent Asha is a tech-driven
spy adventure series with an inspiring female
lead. A full time agent of the Children’s Spy
Agency, Asha’s adventures are stuffed with
data-hungry billionaires, gadgets, danger, and
farts. Agent Asha has a strong global following
already: 3 book series published Walker Books,
a multiple award-winning toy, a live ‘spy’ event
at Kidzania London, and a digital companion
app with users in over 100 countries.

UK@Kidscreen 2021

Create a Scene
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01

Lee Garrett
Creative Director
Email
lee@create-a-scene.com
LinkedIn
Lee Garrett

02

03

Create a Scene is a creative development
company. Handling such aspects as the design
and production of pitch and L&M bibles,
organising vocal sessions, music, writing pilot
scripts and coordinating any part of the
development process.
I'm looking for a co-production partner to
develop my own project – BROOTUS to
further develop and to pitch to broadcasters.
Full octane all out action comedy, full of visual
gags and witty humour.
Squashed up against the sprawling city of
Megalomania sits Cornville. It’s the homestead
of The Yolkels who grow nothing but pure
golden corn. Corn Maestro Brooster, keeps
everyone smiling and laughing with his klutzy
but adorable ways.
After an accident involving a super machine
that turns Yolkels corn into super clean super
fuel, one bite of golden corn transforms

Brooster into Brootus. Now he’s a klutz with
superpowers for 6 minutes! Oh boy.
His mission is to stop city supremo and terrible
tycoon J.J. Bullion from destroying their little
hamlet and building his super highway right
through it.
But trying to stop Brootus from destroying
everything in sight, whilst he’s trying to stop
Bullion destroying Cornville, can be
challenging to say the least.
Luckily he has a family that tries to steer him in
the right direction. With Yolk-Fu kicking sister
Marsha and crazy inventor Elderbeak, let the
fun and fight back begin!
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Dan & Nuria Wicksman
www.imdb.com/name/nm1250331

01

Dan Wicksman
Scriptwriter
Email
danwicksman@gmail.com
LinkedIn
Dan Wicksman
微信
danwicksman

02

03

Dan and Nuria Wicksman are huband-and-wife
scriptwriters who have written for companies
including Universal, Nickelodeon and the BBC.
Credits include work with global characters
such as ‘Curious George’, ‘Thomas the Tank
Engine’ and ‘Sabrina the Teenage Witch’.
The Wicksmans have written for film and TV
companies in more than 15 countries, including
the US, Canada, China, South Korea, UK,
Germany, Spain and Australia.
夫妻档作家卫丹与卫女雅为超过15个国家的电
影和电视公司创作剧本，包括美国、英国、中
国、韩国、澳大利亚和德国。

UK@Kidscreen 2021

Darrall Macqueen
www.darrallmacqueen.com

01

Billy Macqueen
Company Director
Email
billy@darrallmacqueen
.com
Instagram
@darrallmacqueen
LinkedIn
Billy Macqueen
02

03

Darrall Macqueen is a multi Bafta award
winning UK indie producing high-quality and
innovative children’s and pre-school entertainment for major broadcasters around the world.
Formed in 2000 by former Disney execs
Maddy Darrall and Billy Macqueen, the
company has a proven track record of devising
and producing returning live action and
animated series and has championed longrunning serialised storytelling for under-7’s,
including BAFTA awarding winning live action
drama ‘Topsy and Tim’, current international
comedy drama hit ‘Waffle the Wonder Dog’ and
global Netflix super brand ‘Chip and Potato’.

01. 02. 03. © DM Ltd
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DeepAtlasBlue
www.thenudibranchs.com

01

Peter Phillips
Managing Director
Email
peter@deepatlasblue
.com
LinkedIn
Peter Phillips

02

Creativity needs passion and passion needs
creativity. DeepAtlasBlue exists to bring both
passion and creativity to the world. We strive
to bring ideas into being and to bring joy to
those who engage with it.
For Kidscreen we bring ‘The Nudibranchs’ –
an underwater animation adventure for 4-6
year olds. Based on real-life reef dwellers, join
Flash and her friends as they travel to distant
destinations in search of music, magic and
adventure, solving problems and building their
band and dreams of stardom along the way.
Aided by a magical brain coral – The Willow
Stone – they can be transported anywhere in
the world. It also transfers great power to those
who use it. But beware of Bardo, a heavy
metal-loving Crown of Thorns starfish! He has
ambitions of his own to rule the world of music
and will do whatever he can to stop Flash and
her friends.

03

With the Nudibranchs, take a fantastic journey
with them to discover places and tell inspiring
stories about working together to create a
thriving ecosystem, combining fun and
education along the way.

Department for International
Trade (London)

UK@Kidscreen 2021

www.gov.uk/dit

Tony Humphreys
Screen Specialist,
Creative Content
Email
tony.humphreys
@trade.gov.uk

Gerry Ritchie
International Trade
Advisor
Email
gerryritchie
@tradelondon.org.uk

The Department for
International Trade (DIT)
helps businesses export,
drives inward and outward
investment, negotiates
market access and trade
deals, and champions free
trade. We are an international economic department, responsible for:

• supporting and encouraging UK businesses
to drive sustainable international growth
• ensuring the UK remains a leading
destination for international investment
and maintains its number one position for
international investment stock in Europe
• opening markets, building a trade framework
with new and existing partners which is free
and fair
• using trade and investment to underpin the
government’s agenda for a Global Britain and
its ambitions for prosperity, stability and
security worldwide.

21
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Department for International
Trade (New York)
www.gov.uk/dit

Richard Powell MBE
Vice Consul, Creative
& Digital
Email
richard.powell
@mobile.trade.gov.uk

Josh Goldsmith
Trade and Investment
Manager
Email
josh.goldsmith
@mobile.trade.gov.uk

The Department for
International Trade (DIT)
helps businesses export,
drives inward and outward
investment, negotiates
market access and trade
deals, and champions free
trade. We are an international economic department, responsible for:

• supporting and encouraging UK businesses
to drive sustainable international growth
• ensuring the UK remains a leading
destination for international investment
and maintains its number one position for
international investment stock in Europe
• opening markets, building a trade framework
with new and existing partners which is free
and fair
• using trade and investment to underpin the
government’s agenda for a Global Britain and
its ambitions for prosperity, stability and
security worldwide.

Dubit
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www.dubitlimited.com

01

Adam Woodgate
Senior Vice President
Media Insights
Email
adam.woodgate
@dubitlimited.com
LinkedIn
Adam Woodgate
Twitter
@AdamMWoodgate

02

03

Dubit is a kids’ research agency and digital
development studio, that helps create #1
products for global brands and innovative
startups.
We bring 20 years of insight and experience
of kids behaviours and their digital lives into
your business, and our process involves your
audience throughout – wherever they are in
the world. With offices in Leeds, London,
Washington, D.C. and Melbourne, Dubit have
world class teams that deliver at every stage
of the journey, from initial ideation, through
design and development, to launch strategy.

01. 02. 03. © Dubit
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Eggpower Productions
www.eggpowerproductions.co.uk
www.benfaulks.co.uk

01

02

Ben Faulks
Company Director
Email
bf@eggpower
productions.co.uk

03

01. 02. 03. 04.
‘A Mug of Tea with Emory’
© Eggpower Productions

04

With over a decade’s worth of experience in
the industry, Ben Faulks is best known for
co-creating and presenting the award winning
CBeebies brand, ‘Mr. Bloom’s Nursery’ which
has aired across the UK, Europe, Australia,
Canada, Latin America, South Africa, Asia,
the Nordics, Ireland, India and Iran.
Winner of an RTS Award for Best Pre-school
Live Action and BAFTA nominated numerous
times, Mr Bloom / Ben Faulks has appeared in
five series and featured across numerous other
CBeebies productions as children’s best loved
gardener.
‘A Mug of Tea with Emory’, is Ben’s latest show
from his company, Egg Power Productions.
It’s a 52 x 7min live action show for 3 – 7yr olds
that invites viewers to join our host Emory,
for an imaginative tea break that’s full of fun
& comedy.

For young children, spending quality time with
family and those close to them is vital for their
wellbeing and development. ‘A Mug of Tea with
Emory’ offers a treasure trove of simple activities
that cost nothing and can be enjoyed by
children and adults alike as a shared experience.

Foothill Europe Limited

UK@Kidscreen 2021
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www.foothillentertainment.com

01

02

Jo Kavanagh Payne
Managing Director
Email
jkpayne@
foothillentertainment.com
Facebook
@FoothillEntInc
Instagram
@foothillentinc
LinkedIn
Jo Kavanagh-Payne
Twitter
@foothillentinc
03

Foothill Europe was founded in 2011 and acts
as the home of California based, Foothill
Entertainment, business interests in the UK
and Europe. As a group, Foothill specialises in
the co-development and distribution of family
and children’s entertainment programming.
They also act as Executive Producers of
projects in all media, raising financing via
co-production, distribution advances and
pre-sales in all major territories.
Jo Kavanagh-Payne, who acts as Managing
Director, is looking to expand their business
in the UK and Europe and add to their already
existing roster of British programming including
‘Chico Chugg’, an RTS award-winning series
from Chugg Productions as well as the newly
acquired and UK produced ‘Brompton Tales’
and ‘The Adventures of Willie Wolf & His
Friends’!
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Gamelab UK
www.gamelabuk.com

01

Martin Wright
Executive Producer
Email
martin@gamelabuk.com
LinkedIn
Martin Wright

02

GamelabUK, a brand established 2002, is a
multi award winning studio with nine children’s
BAFTA nominations for drama, animation,
learning and games, Japan prize finalist and
TIGA winner.
GamelabUK has an extensive background
in inclusive media and games with specialist
experience in signing animation as well as
producing content for Deaf audiences.
Originator of Signimation, the core signing
animation pipeline which allows for localisation
of signing animation.
Producer of original children’s programmes
on BSLBT and we have provided much of the
SEN material for BBC Learning. Our presence
at Kidscreen is to promote a new animation
series featuring deaf signing and hearing
characterisation – which we are co-producing
with Factory Transmedia and December Media
Pty. We give you Lizzie Lester – Playground
Detective (WT).

03

Gutsy Animations
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www.gutsy.fi

Katherine Senior
Head of International
Sales
Email
katherine.senior@gutsy.fi
Facebook
Gutsy Animations
LinkedIn
Gutsy Animations
Twitter
@GutsyAnimations
01

We are a company who believes that the world
is in need of funny, clever and meaningful
content. All of our productions are aimed at
international audiences with positive impact.
Gutsy Animations’ flagship award-winning
production ‘Moominvalley’ has recently been
renewed for a third season while the company’s
slate broadens into a brand new 2D animated
kids’ series – ‘Bobble the Little Witch’.
In addition to this, Gutsy Animations is
developing a new pre-school animated series,
‘The Woodies of Moominvalley’, inspired by
Tove Jansson’s Moomin works.

02

01. © Gutsy Animations
2020 Moomin
Characters™
02. © Gutsy Animations
2020 Moomin
Characters™
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Helen McAleer

Helen McAleer
Owner
Email
helmcaleer@gmail.com
Twitter
@Hel45
LinkedIn
Helen McAleer

Helen is a media consultant with over 30 years
experience in the children’s media industry.
Her areas of expertise:
Global strategy and management of children’s
rights – Helen was the Deputy Managing
Director of BBC Worldwide Children business
looking after production, merchandise,
publishing and other forms of commercial
exploitation throughout the world.
Publishing – Helen was Managing Director
of Walker Books for 8 years.
Executive Production – Helen was Managing
Director of Walker Productions mainly taking
book properties and turning them into
successful TV shows.

Hey Daisy Moon
Productions
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Hey Daisy Moon
productions

www.heydaisymoon.com

01

Remy Labaki
Creative Producer
Email
remy@heydaisymoon
.com

02

Specialising in developing quality, character
driven, entertainment across different markets,
Edinburgh-based Hey Daisy Moon Productions
concentrates on high quality 2D animation, and
an integrated market approach across a range
of genres.
Hey Daisy Moon Productions are currently
in development with a range of projects with
international partners. This Kidscreen, we
are excited to bring three of our properties:
• ‘Lucky Dip’, our show for 6-11 year olds,
follows the fantastical adventures of an eclectic
gang of mystical lucky misfits in the world’s
only magical good luck community, unaware
of the fortune reversal their motley gathering
brings.
• ‘Marlow Rocks’, our space adventure show
for 4-7 years olds, follows one hyper little star
as he navigates astronomical problems, cosmic
adventures and intergalactic quests, all with the

03

help of his colourful gang of extra-terrestrial
friends in a galaxy far away.
• ‘Percy and Pete’, our teen show, follows the
story of Percy, the celebrity ex-wrestler, and
Pete, his spiny echidna personal protector, in
an exotic world of obsessed fans and absurd
creatures where fantasy and reality collide.
At its core, Hey Daisy Moon Productions are
passionate about telling exceptional stories in
a way that matters for a global audience.
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Italic Pig
www.italicpig.com

01

02

Kevin Beimers
CEO / Creative Director
Email
kevin@italicpig.com
LinkedIn
Kevin Beimers
Instagram
@italicpig

03

Twitter
@italicpig

01. Ham & Laika
© Italic Pig Limited
02. Growth Spurt
© Italic Pig Limited
03. Mona Lisa
© Italic Pig Limited

Italic Pig is a kickass entertainment company
located just outside of Belfast.
Our talented and attractive team develops
sarcastically-epic properties for the video game
and animation scenes, such as ‘Paleo Pines’,
‘The Infinite Hotel’, ‘Schrödinger’s Cat’, and
‘Quest Quest: The Quest for Quests’.
We’ve won three Big Indie Pitches, a Worldwide
Indie Award, two Future Screens grants,
three Creative Europe awards, and have
been nominated for Best Script by the Writers’
Guilds of both Great Britain and Ireland.
Last year, Italic Pig was one of two recipients
of Northern Ireland Screen’s Creative
Animation Scheme, awarded to create Colour,
a short about diversity.
This is our first time attending Kidscreen,
pitching a collection of quirky & clever new
properties:

‘Ham & Laika’ (8+)
Madcap odd-couple animation series about the
first American chimpanzee and the first Russian
dog marooned together in space. For clever
8-12 year olds and their NASA-era parents.
‘Growth Spurt’ (6+)
Gert, the shortest girl in class, attempts to rise
above her stature… one enormous body part
at a time. ‘Dexter’s Laboratory’, ‘Derry Girls’
and ‘George’s Marvelous Medicine’ wrapped
into a tiny package with an oversized bow.
‘Mona Lisa’ (12+)
Set in the year 1499, Mona Lisa is an epic
Renaissance romp about art thievery, scientific
revolution, the Vatican and the destruction of
the planet. Think Dan Brown meets Terry
Pratchett with a twist of steampunk.
...and please ask me about ‘Sam & Guzman’
(17+).

Jellyfish Pictures
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www.jellyfishpictures.co.uk

01

Natalie Llewellyn
Managing Director,
Jellyfish Originals
Email
natalie.llewellyn
@jellyfishpictures.co.uk
Facebook
JellyfishPics
LinkedIn
Jellyfish Pictures
Twitter
@JellyfishPics

02

03

Jellyfish Pictures is an internationally recognised
VFX & Animation Studio with over 300
employees working globally. Known for its
strong art direction, world-class animation,
beautifully rendered imagery and pioneering
efforts in technology.
Jellyfish has worked on a plethora of blockbusters and Oscar winning films, including,
Lucas Films’ Star Wars series ‘Solo: A Star Wars
Story’, ‘The Last Jedi’ and ‘'Rogue One: A Star
Wars Story’; TV Dramas including Amazon
Prime’s ‘Hanna' Season 2, HBO’s ‘Watchmen’
and TV Documentaries such as ‘Planet
Dinosaur’ and ‘Inside the Human Body’.
Jellyfish has produced high-quality CG
animation for feature specials ‘How to Train
Your Dragon: Homecoming’ (DreamWorks
Animation), top-rated children’s shows,
‘Dennis and Gnasher: Unleashed’ (CBBC),
‘Floogals’' (Universal Kids) and ‘Bitz & Bob’
(CBeebies).

Jellyfish Originals is headed up by Natalie
Llewellyn, Managing Director who drives the
development, rights management, financing
and commercial strategy for it’s original kids
content. Jellyfish Originals create, develop,
produce and co-produce creator-led, visually
distinct original animated kids’ brands with
global appeal.
Originals also offer script to screen development
and production of third-party IP on a workfor-hire basis utilising the world-class art
department and animation pipeline of Jellyfish
Pictures.

01. © Jellyfish Originals
02. © Alpha Group and
Jellyfish Originals
03. © Jollywise Media
and Jellyfish Originals
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Jetpack Distribution
www.jetpackdistribution.tv

01

02

Dominic Gardiner
CEO
Email
dominic.gardiner
@jetpackdistribution.tv
LinkedIn
Jetpack Distribution
Twitter
@jetpackdist

01. Clangers © Coolabi
02. Master Moley
© Master Moley Ltd
03. Mighty Little Bheem
© Greengold TV

03

Blasting the very best kids’ content across
the planet! At Jetpack, we find homes for high
quality and enduringly appealing kids TV
shows worldwide. We work directly with
producers, creators, broadcasters and videoon- demand platforms to deliver great value
and experiences.
We are delighted to have grown our catalogue
a massive 40 per cent year on year and are now
working with 33 producers and a burgeoning
library of 1,400 half hours of fantastic character
driven shows featuring timeless themes for
all ages.
We have brought a raft of new shows into
our catalogue recently, including live action
game show A Week to Beat the World, quirky
pre-school hit Mighty Little Bheem, CBeebies’
timeless pre-school classic Clangers, sci-fi
animation NEW-GEN and brand-new CGI
animation Master Moley.

These join a stellar line up including ‘Dennis
& Gnasher Unleashed’, ‘Daisy & Ollie’, ‘
‘Oswaldo’, ‘Rainbow Butterfly Unicorn Kitty’,
‘Kitty is Not a Cat’ and ‘The Baby Club’.
Our approach is to partner with producers,
nurture and promote their shows and together
we ‘Jetpack’ for the stars. For platform
partners, we curate some of the best content
in the market and provide a quality of service
and speed of negotiation and delivery. And
we like to have fun in the process!

Jon Dalgaard
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www.jondalgaard.com

Jon Dalgaard
Freelance Writer/Creator
Email
jdalgaard1@gmail.com
LinkedIn
Jon Dalgaard
Twitter
@jondalgaard

Jon is an award winning creator and writer who
has written for many television shows in a range
of genres and for a variety of broadcasters.
Jon’s animated series ‘Karyn Splitter: Alien
Sitter’ won the Disney Channel Prize at MIFA
Pitches in Annecy.
As well as developing his own projects Jon is
also currently writing for animated series
‘Monster Loving Maniacs’ (Super RTL) and
season two of ‘Taffy’ (Boomerang). Other
recent writing credits include ‘Taffy’ season
one, ‘100% Wolf: Legend of the Moonstone’
(ABC Australia) and ‘Kitty Is Not A Cat’
(Disney Channel).
Jon also forms part of the Oscar- and Emmynominated writing stable at Baboon Animation
based in Brooklyn, NY.

Jon is the co-creator of ‘BedHead’, a shortform series which aired on ABC2 in Australia
for which he received an Australian Writer’s
Guild nomination.
Jon is repped for animation by Aoife LennonRitchie at The Lennon-Ritchie Agency and for
live-action by David Kayser at Torchwood.
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Kelebek Media
www.kelebekmedia.com

01

Deborah Thorpe
CEO
Email
deborah@kelebekmedia
.com
Instagram
@kelebek.media
Twitter
@KelebekMedia

02

01. 02. 03.
©Kelebek Media Ltd
2021

Kelebek Media is an independent production
house and global children’s media business
focusing on high-end television and film
production. In addition to creating its own
IPs and adapting literary IP for the screen,
Kelebek creates characters and content for
select third parties.
Kelebek specialises in character design, story
development, 2D and 3D animation and brand
building through licensing and merchandising,
digital and online and publishing.

03

Kids Industries
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www.kidsindustries.com

Gary Pope
CEO

Mary Brannan
Business Director
Email
hello@kidsindustries.com
LinkedIn
Kids Industries
Mary Brannan
Gary Pope
Twitter
@KidsIndustries

Founded in 1999 by Gary Pope and Jennifer
Blows, Kids Industries (KI) is the only fullservice marketing agency on the planet that
specialises in the family market.
Gary and Jennifer lead a dynamic and awardwinning team of 22 business, strategy and
creative experts including Strategy Director
Jelena Stosic, Creative Director
Raj Pathmanathan and Business Director
Mary Brannan.
Everyone on the KI team is an expert in their
craft and a specialist in the family market and
the team’s USP lies in its ability to connect
human emotions with market intelligence to
make businesses and brands stronger.

This depth of knowledge and unrivalled
expertise is the reason so many of the world’s
leading family brands – across FMCG, retail,
sports, charities, entertainment and travel –
choose to work with KI, including Legoland,
Tesco, The Kellogg Company, McDonald’s,
Aquafresh, Royal Caribbean Cruises, Liverpool
FC, WWF, Peppa Pig, Star Wars, The Walt
Disney Company, BBC Worldwide, Dr Who
and The Gruffalo.
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King Banana
www.kingbananatv.com

Lotte Elwell
Creative Director
Email
lotte@kingbananatv.com
LinkedIn
King Banana TV
Twitter
@kingbananatv

King Banana is a UK independent production
company, specialising in children’s content.
We make successful, audience-led, high quality
entertainment for global broadcasters.
King Banana was founded by Katie Simmons
and Lotte Elwell who between them have over
25 years experience of professional children’s
media. We aim to empower children through
content that inspires curiosity, delights and
surprises.
King Banana is a female-led company that
pushes for a flexible workforce to allow parents
to return to work. We are passionate about
encouraging new talent from diverse backgrounds both in front and behind the camera.

King Bee Animation
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www.kingbee.co.uk
www.kingbeeseries.com

Martyn Niman
Director
Email
martyn@kingbee.co.uk
Facebook
@KingBeeAnimation
LinkedIn
Martyn Niman

01
02

King Bee is an award-winning boutique
animation production studio based in the
Elstree Studios.
Over the last 18 years, King Bee has worked
with many clients to develop & produce
animation for a range of audiences. We strive
for making animations with an original style
and develop them into something truly unique.
Some of our clients include CBeebies, The
Royal Albert Hall, The Voice Kids, Pepsi,
ACDC and more.
The studio is headed up by Martyn Niman.
Martyn graduated from The University of
Wales with BA(Hons) in animation in 2000
and soon set up King Bee to pursue his passion
for animated storytelling. Martyn has managed
a wide range of King Bee’s productions across
children’s entertainment, corporate and
music videos.

03

01. © King Bee
Entertainment
02. © King Bee
Entertainment and
Patrick Adam
03. © King Bee
Entertainment and
Richard Carpenter
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Kitson Press Associates
www.kitsonpress.co.uk/childrens

01

Jean Kitson
Agent
Email
jean@kitsonpress.co.uk
facebook
@kitsonpress
LinkedIn
Jean Kitson
Twitter
@kitsonpress

02

UK based writers’ agency repping talent across
all kids media, with an international roster of
clients, especially British and Irish. Our writers
range from showrunners to exciting new and
diverse talent, working in animation, live action
and feature film. We pride ourselves on matching the right writers to the right projects, and
have a collaborative and supportive approach
with the producers we work with.
We work with producers across the globe,
including working widely in China and Malaysia,
as well as extensively in France, Germany, Italy,
Spain and Ireland, and increasingly in the US.
Recent highlights include: animated feature
‘Two by Two: Overboard’ by Richie Conroy
and Mark Hodkinson; new Disney/EOne series
head written by Jess Kedward & Kirsty Peart,
creative producer Shannon George; Christmas
special 2020 ‘SOL’ by Sara Daddy with Paper
Owl Films (first YACF funded production;
original series in development with DisneyTVA,

03

Apple+, BBC, Nickelodeon, SuperRTL, KiKA,
Rai etc; many episodes on leading shows such
as ‘Hey Duggee’, ‘Go Jetters’, ‘Oddbods’, ‘Deer
Squad’, ‘Octonaut’s, ‘101 Dalmatian Street’,
‘Dorg Von Dango’, ‘Malory Towers’, ‘Love
Monster’ etc.

Koko Rose Media
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www.koko-media.com

01

Lisa Hryniewicz
Managing Director
Email
lisa@koko-media.com
LinkedIn
Koko Rose Media
Twitter
@LisaLisalsa

02

03

Koko Rose Media is a limited company
founded by media executive Lisa Hryniewicz
and illustrator Jo Rose. We create high-quality
kids brands associated with adventure, humour
and the environment, for TV, licensing,
publishing & digital platforms.
‘Flora of the Forest’ (preschool, 52 x 11) stars
the friendship of townie nature-lover Toby and
free-spirited child of the forest, Flora as they
lose themselves in the natural world, discovering
each other’s amusingly different views on life.
In development with Davey Moore, and with
the expertise of Chris Packham:
Who’s that hanging upside down with a dirty
face? It’s Flora. What better way to study a bat
then try and experience life as one? And here’s
townie Toby – laughing and keen to join in but
also saying, “What we need is a rope ladder...
aaand maybe a crash mat.” Flora scratches her
head and says, “What’s a ladder…?” And so
another adventure begins!

When city kid Toby connects to the natural
world he adores, he discovers Flora – a free
spirit and true child of nature. Together they
share their love of nature, exchanging very
different points of view and experiences that
land them in wild adventures with their
forest friends.

01. 02. 03.
© Koko Rose Media
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Komixx Entertainment
www.komixx.com

Nicola Andrews
SVP Sales and
Distribution
Email
nicola@komixx.com
LinkedIn
Komixx Entertainment

02

03

02

01. 02. 03.
© Komixx
Entertainment

Komixx Entertainment is an independent film
and TV production company holding a
significant portfolio of original and adapted
rights. Headquartered in London with offices
in Los Angeles and Perth WA, Komixx is the
kids and young-adult division of the Komixx
Media Group, acquiring, developing and
producing feature films and TV series for
the kids to young-adult audience comprising
the “connected audience”.
In the increasingly cluttered and fragmented
screen entertainment marketplace, Komixx is
creating content for this iGeneration who have
grown-up with digital and mobile delivery of
on-demand and linear programming. They are
familiar and comfortable with interpreting the
wealth of information conveyed by digital social
media and use it as their principal selection tool
for content consumption. As a key challenge,
Komixx has worked hard to build creative
strategies which mirror the global ambitions
of the SVOD and online-audio broadcasters.

In selecting projects for an audience with fast
evolving tastes and preferences, Komixx places
great emphasis on trend analysis, evaluation
of social and behavioural patterns and in-depth
audience research. Supported by this
information, each production is developed
with creativity at its heart and wrapped with
a strong commercial and financial strategy.
Working both with original ideas and book
adaptations, Komixx brings to screen
imaginative, character-driven stories and
creative concepts with an enduring, global
audience appeal.

Magic Light Pictures
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www.magiclightpictures.com

01

Muriel Thomas
Head of International
Distribution
Email
muriel@
magiclightpictures.com
Instagram
@MagicLightPics
LinkedIn
Magic Light Pictures
Twitter
@MagicLightPics

02

Magic Light Pictures makes imaginative
entertainment for family audiences and
children worldwide. The company creates high
quality films and products and has built the
wonderful Gruffalo brand over many years.
Awards and acclaim for Magic Light’s films
include four Oscar nominations, two BAFTA
awards, two International Kids Emmys, a Rose
d’Or, three Cristals from top global animation
festival Annecy and many more.
Magic Light directly manages productions,
licensing, global distribution and marketing,
and has sold its award-winning films to over
180 broadcasters worldwide.

03

01. Gruffalo
© Orange Eyes Limited
2009
02. Zog and the Flying
Doctors
© Magic Light Pictures
Limited 2020
03. Pip and Posy
© Magic Light Pictures
2021
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Mezzo Kids
www.mezzokids.com

01

Sandy Nuttgens
Composer
Email
sandy@mezzokids.com
LinkedIn
Sandy Nuttgens

02

01. Postman Pat
© Woodland Animations
Ltd, a DreamWorks
Animation company
02. © Sixteen South
Limited 2017
03. © Jellyfish/Nevision

Sandy Nuttgens and his company Mezzo Kids
specialise in composing music for Children’s
TV and animations. Over the last 20 years
Sandy has scored the music on seven Children’s
BAFTA winners, including ‘Get Well Soon
Hospital’, and has twice won ‘RTS Best Music’
awards for his scores.
Based in London, UK, Sandy understands
what it takes to produce fantastic scores that
are creative, catchy, infectious, and truly
complement your storytelling. He is a multiinstrumentalist, and brings a genuine organic
quality to his scores.
Sandy’s work includes ‘Postman Pat SDS’
(DreamWorks Animation), ‘Big & Small’
(Kindle Entertainment/ Sixteen South),
‘My Parents Are Aliens’ (Granada), ‘Get Well
Soon’ (Kindle Entertainment), ‘Dinopaws’
(Kindle Entertainment/ Guru/ Laughing
Gravy), ‘Floogals’ (Jellyfish/Nevision/
Universal), ‘Wildwoods’ (Sixteen South),

03

‘Treasure Champs’ (Three Arrows Media) and
‘Hetty Feather’ (CBBC).
Sandy is represented by Anne Miller at
Accorder Music +44 (0) 2089391700.

Mint Cake Productions
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www.mintcake.co

01

Oliver Kendall
Managing Director
Email
okendall@mintcake.co
LinkedIn
Oliver Kendall
Twitter
@olikend

02

Mint Cake creates award-winning film and
animation for agencies, global organisations
and charities. This year the company has just
started a new arm for children’s tv production.
With over 25 years of experience in creating
TV programmes and engaging short films, Mint
Cake is ready to launch a new pre school series.
We will be looking to pitch to commissioners
and distributors at Kidscreen a great news
series about exploration. The show combines
playful animation and natural history footage,
each episode has a fun song that kids can sing
along to.
We look forward to meeting you to talk and
share our concept. We have designed an
animation test and the first episode with the
full song and animatic!

03

01.02 03.
© Mint Cake Productions
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Moonshot Media

01

Levent Tuzun
Founder & CEO,
Executive Producer
Email
Levent.Tuzun
@moon-shot.media
LinkedIn
Levent Tuzun
Twitter
@LTuzun

01. © Created by
Levent Tuzun

Moonshot Media is an IP development and
production company based in London, UK.
And we have one goal: to build large, immersive
story worlds that can turn into content universes
with on- and off-screen extensions over time.
Our current project, ‘Knickerbockers’, is a
new mixed-media show in English for children
aged 8-12 (with adult appeal and family
co-watchability) – adapted from a large and
successful series of 76 books with 3.5+ million
copies sold worldwide, ‘Die KnickerbockerBande’, by Austrian author, Thomas Brezina.
Think a serialized and modernized mix of
‘The Goonies’ and ‘Scooby Doo’ for TV/online...narrated with mixed media in similar
fashion to ‘Ready Player One’.
Season 1’s live action segments offer a
celebration of Vienna and the animated
segments feature iconic settings in the US and
the UK. Four bright young detectives from

diverse backgrounds (including one from the
US!), while on the trail of a missing scientist
(live action), uncover a gateway to a fascinating
virtual past (animated). They investigate and
thwart crimes in two worlds at once – one in the
past, one in the present– that impact each other!
“Come for the content, stay for the
community”. With more cities, schools,
characters joining in future seasons, we are
planning to offer cross-media extensions into
gaming, online education and tools for worldbuilding and continued fan engagement. Told
in mixed media and with a scaling story world,
‘Knickerbockers’ inspires kids to explore and
build a better world around them.

MPTheatricals
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www.wilfgoeswild.com
www.mptheatricals.co.uk

01

Matt Powell
Director/Producer
Email
mgmpowell21@gmail
.com
LinkedIn
Matt Powell
Twitter
@WilfGoesWild
@MpTheatricals

02

MPTheatricals is a dynamic transmedia
production company, creating musical
experiences on stage and screen. Recently
founded by Royal Central School of Speech
and Drama graduate Matt Powell, the company
aims to create unforgettable music driven
entertainment across multiple media platforms.

A pilot episode was developed with support
from Arts Council England to audience and
critical acclaim, receiving an OnComm commendation. The trio are currently developing
a full series, and are keen to connect with
producers, buyers and creatives to support
the growth.

In July 2020, Matt teamed up with writer
Sarah Middleton & Grammy award nominated
composer to develop ‘Wilf Goes Wild’: a
contemporary, musical animation following
the global adventures of Willow, (aged 9),
Wilf (aged 7), & their Giant African Land
Snail, Marvin (aged 2). Through imagined
expeditions, they learn about different parts
of our world, meeting a colourful cast of characters along the way. Their mission? To save
the world from Enemies Of The Eco, especially
a sinister narwhal, Mr Plumpy, who is up to
no good.

In addition to this animation, MPTheatricals
has created audio & digital musicals in award
nominated formats & are passionate about
LGBTQ+ visibility & storytelling.

01. 02.
Wilf Goes Wild
(In Development – Pilot
Completed)
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Omens Studios
www.omens-studios.com

01

Harry Teper
Managing Director
Email
harry@omens-studios.com
LinkedIn
Harry Teper

02

Omens Studios is an award-winning animation
and interactive studio built for the digital age,
creating fun characters and engaging stories
that resonate with kids of all ages. With offices
in Singapore, Malaysia, the U.K., the U.S.A.
and China, Omens Studios creates brands and
produces and distributes content to fans across
the globe.
Omens Studios’ award-winning preschool slate
includes 3D animated series Counting with
Paula and Leo The Wildlife Ranger – both
of which have sold to key broadcasters internationally, as well as a promising slate of new
titles in development that include ‘Amy & the
Afterlife’, ‘Dragon Lizzardo’, ‘Dino Rangers’
and ‘Mr. Clayfield’.

03

Paper Owl Films
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www.paperowlfilms.com

01

Gráinne McGuinness
Creative Director
Email
grainne@paperowlfims
.com
Facebook
@PaperOwlFilms
Instagram
@paperowlfilms
LinkedIn
Paper Owl Films
Twitter
@paperowlfilmsNI

02

We Do...
Stand Out creative content that makes a
difference, inspiring audiences to see the world
in different ways.
We’re For..
Audiences and Platforms that are ever
changing. We’re passionate about finding unique
expression of the world in this context, creating
content that impacts audiences and helps them
to laugh, to feel, to see things differently.
We Love...
Real stories about real people. And we love a
bit of craic.
Paper Owl Films Ltd. Is a family run business
creating content that matters for audiences all
over the world.
Founded in 2012 by Gráinne McGuinness,
Stephen Petticrew and Gavin Halpin, we are a
diverse team of storytellers, film makers,

03

animators and creators across our animation
and live action facility.

01. Pablo: 8 and Great

The team brings an exciting mix of solid
industry experience and fresh new talent to
every project. We are passionate about creating
content that makes a difference to wide and
varied audiences.

03. Great Ladybird
and Bee

02. Mr Dog
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QPootle 5 Limited
www.cantilever.media

01

Andrew Baker
CEO
Email
andrew@qpootle5.com
LinkedIn:
Andrew Baker

01. © QPootle 5 Limited

Welcome to the wonderful world of QPootle 5!
The acclaimed pre-school show where friendship and discovery are at the heart of their
adventures.
QPootle 5 was created by acclaimed UK
author Nick Butterworth, who has sold over
20 millions books. The first series of 52 x 11 has
been sold to more than 100 countries worldwide, with broadcasters including BBC, Kika,
ABC, Amazon, YLE, NRK, SVT, VRT and
iQiyi in China and has consistently achieved
high ratings in its target audience of 2-5yrs.
A new redeveloped series of 52 x 11 episodes
is now being brought to Kidscreen along with
a 90’ theatrical movie.

Saffron Cherry Productions/
Grandpa Productions
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www.saffroncherry.com

01

Caroline RobertsCherry
Managing Director
Email
caroline@saffroncherry
.com
LinkedIn
Caroline Roberts-Cherry
Twitter
@SaffronCherry

Grandpa Productions was established to deliver
‘The World According to Grandpa’ for Saffron
Cherry Productions. The World According to
Grandpa, created and written by Chris Heath
is a mixed media children’s series starring
Don Warrington as Grandpa and Sally Lindsay
as the voice of Halifax the rabbit.
Each episode opens with one of Grandpa’s
four children asking a question such as Why
do Cats go Out at Night? What are Stars Made
of? What’s Inside a Computer? And Grandpa
answers with a fantastical tale brought to life
though 2D animation, created at Flix Facilities,
mediacityUk.
So according to Grandpa; cats go out at night
to mine for jam, stars are brussels sprouts
painted with glow-in-the-dark paint, and mini
pigs live inside and operate your computer.
Luckily Halifax is on hand with the real
scientific explanation which makes for fantastic
educational take away.

The first series began airing in the UK in
November 2020 on Channel 5’s Milkshake!
where it is currently over-performing in its slot.
Grandpa Productions is also producing Welsh
language with co-production partners Boom
Cmyru for S4C in 2021. Designed to be sold
as a kit of parts in re-makeable in different
territories, in addition to tape sales, ‘The World
According to Grandpa’ is joyful, inclusive,
imaginative story-telling show formatted with
great factual take-away and an adorable
talking rabbit!
With Support from the BFI Young Audiences
content fund. Distributor Beyond Distribution.

01. ‘The World
According to Grandpa’
© Grandpa Productions.
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Score Draw Music
www.scoredrawmusic.com
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Mark Gordon
Founder
Email
mark@scoredrawmusic
.com
Instagram
@scoredrawmusic
LinkedIn
Mark Gordon
Twitter
@ScoreDrawMusic

02
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Studio photos

Score Draw Music is one of the UK’s foremost
companies working in music and sound for
children’s media. Their multi-award winning
music can be heard on shows for all major
broadcasters across the globe – from titles
music and songs through to underscore.
Outside of children’s media their music has
featured in films such as 2018’s Oscar-winning
‘The Shape of Water’ and many feature
documentaries. Recent credits include all music
for ‘Deer Squad’ (Nick Jr/iQUYI), all music
and songs for season 2 of ‘Pinkalicious’ and
‘Peterrific’ (PBS Kids, WGBH, Sixteen South),
and current work includes season 1 of ‘Milo’
(Fourth Wall/Milkshake!) and ‘Paddles’
(Futurum/Cartoonito).
For these last two shows the company is
providing all audio post production as well
as music, creating a single sound production
pipeline for companies including broadcast
deliverables and 5.1 mixes.

03

The company has studios both in the UK and
Ireland and was founded by composer Mark
Gordon. In 2021 the company will be delivering
their first in-house pilot – a music first preschool animation show funded by Northern
Ireland Screen that they will be pitching
for co-production and further development
opportunities.

Sixteen South
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www.sixteensouth.tv
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Colin Williams
Creative Director

02

Alexandros van Blanken
General Manager
Email
colin@sixteensouth.tv
Instagram
@sixteensouth
LinkedIn
Sixteen South
Twitter
@sixteensouth

We’re a group of three companies that create,
produce and distribute quality stories for every
child in every home in every country and our
work can be seen on all major networks across
the globe. We have gained an international
reputation for the highest quality work and have
already created and produced over 500 episodes
of award winning children’s television which
have picked up over 50 international awards
including the coveted Prix Jeunesse, two
EMMY® nominations, a British Animation
Award and a BAFTA for the Best Children’s
Independent Production Company.
We created and produced the hit mixed media
animated series, ‘Lily’s Driftwood Bay’ which
has sold into over 120 countries including
Nick Jr and KiKA; created and produced
‘WildWoods’, a live action puppet sitcom for
Hulu; devised ‘Claude’, for Disney Junior
EMEA; co-created ‘Sesame Tree’ with Sesame
Workshop. We created ‘Big City Park’ for
CBeebies and co-produce ‘Pinkalicious and

Peterrific’ for PBS Kids, ‘Pajanimals’ for
Universal Kids and ‘Big and Small’ for
CBeebies. We’ve just green-lit ‘Odo’, our new
preschool series and have two new shows
commencing production in 2021 with a busy
slate of other new shows in development with
the networks.

01. 02.
© Sixteen South
Group 2021
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Talent Films
www.talentfilms.co.uk

Paul McKenzie
Producer
Email
tony.humphreys
@talentfilms.co.uk

Talent Films was born out of successful
independent television production company
Talent Television, to focus on feature films and
scripted television. As MD of both companies,
Tony Humphreys oversaw all productions,
including its children’s output – ‘Inside Clyde’
(Disney), ‘Best of Friends’ (BBC/CBBC) and
‘My Phone Genie’ (ITV/CITV/ZDFE). Talent
Films has a new development slate which
includes ‘Flipside’, a live-action teen drama
series, created with award winning directors
Max and Dania and the highly experienced
writer and showrunner, Paul McKenzie.
Paul McKenzie is a former head of development
at Disney and has produced and set up multiple
successful long-running family and children’s
drama series, including BBC’s ‘Dani’s House’,
‘Sadie J’, ‘Kerching’, and ‘Dani’s Castle’;
Disney’s ‘The Lodge’, ‘Hetty Feather’ and Sky
Kid’s ‘The Athena’. Paul and Tony first worked
together on C4’s long running comedy series
‘Desmond’s’.

Flipside – 10 x 24 minute Teenage Drama
(In development)
Ashanti is a teenage girl caught between two
worlds. Her West African culture, and her
passion for skateboarding. The youngest of her
large Ghanaian/Nigerian heritage family, her
obsession with everything “Skateboarding”
and desire to compete for Team GB at the
Olympics, doesn’t exactly fit in with the path
that her Christian Pastor mother has mapped
out for her.

Talk to the Hand
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www.talktothehandpuppets.com

01

Iestyn (Yes-tin) Evans
Co-founder
Email
iestyn@talktothehand
puppets.com
Facebook
Talk to the Hand
Instagram
@talktothehandpuppets
LinkedIn
Iestyn Evans
YouTube
Talk to the Hand Puppets

Talk to the Hand is the award winning puppetry
production company based in London,
established in 2005, whose characters have
delighted audiences on the BBC, the Disney
Channel, Milkshake! and Sky Arts, with clients
including Working Title, Hat Trick, Kids TV,
Lego, Endemol, Ragdoll and the Jim Henson
Company.
Co-founders Iestyn Evans and Andy Heath are
renowned puppeteers in their own right, who
have twice been nominated against one another
in the Children’s BAFTAs. The current score
is 2-0 to Andy. Fortunately for Iestyn, they won
a Royal Television Society Award together for
Talk to the Hand’s work on the BBC puppet
sitcom ‘Mongrels’.
The quality of their work owes as much to
their expertise as consultants and coordinators
at seamlessly integrating their creations into
productions, as it does to their skills as character
designers and puppeteers.

Talk to the Hand Productions has its own
slate of entertainment and educational projects
in development, and we are currently in
discussions with partners in the UK and
internationally to bring them to life. We are
always keen to meet and build relationships
with new collaborators.
We firmly believe that there is nothing which
puppetry cannot achieve, and set out every
day to prove that to ourselves, and the rest of
the world.

01. ‘Lockdown Jack’
© Talk to the Hand
Productions
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The Butterfly Children
Limited
www.thebutterflychildren.com

Peter Vernon-Kell
Director
Email
pvk@thebutterfly
children.com
Facebook
@thebutterflychildren

The Butterfly Children Limited owns and
produces an animated pre-school children’s TV
show ‘The Butterfly Children’ – available now.
We have one half hour special finished, and
over 80 x 7 minute episodes written and ready
for production.
The Butterfly Children TV show is original and
based on the beautiful hand drawn books that
we publish in English and Chinese.
In every episode The Butterfly Children are
trying to look after the forest and do good. The
horrible Moth Gang are trying to stop them
and make a mess, but every episode ends with
things being resolved and a good point being
simply made with fun and laughter.
Music is also an important part of The Butterfly
Children with our original songs and tunes.

Parents and children world-wide love butterflies and our characters come from all over the
world and have wings that are exact replicas
of genuine butterfly wings.
We have been developing this project for over
ten years. It is charming, educational and cute.
We are keen and excited about The Butterfly
Children and we are dedicated to its worldwide success. To us, television has always
seemed the natural home for The Butterfly
Children, so please join us to make this a great
and unique show for children of the world.

The Children’s Media
Conference
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www.thechildrensmediaconference.com

Greg Childs
Editorial Director
Email
greg@thechildrensmedia
conference.com
Facebook
The Children's Media
Conference
LinkedIn
The Children's Media
Conference
Twitter
@childmediaconf

The Children’s Media Conference is the UK’s
principal gathering for all media professionals
associated with kids’ content creation and
distribution. From radio, TV, film and the
internet, to apps, publishing, games, licensing,
museums, galleries, theatre and educational
media – every corner of the kids’ industry is
represented, and over 1,000 delegates meet
annually for the July Conference. The CMC
also organises other events through the year
such as the UK@Kidscreen Delegation to
Miami (February), and the Animation
Business Conference (November).
Greg Childs worked for over 25 years at the
BBC, mainly as a director, producer and
executive producer of children’s programmes.
He created the first Children’s BBC websites
and, as Head of Children’s Digital, developed
and launched the children’s channels, CBBC
and CBeebies. Greg left the BBC in 2004 and
advised producers on digital, interactive and
cross-platform strategies, and broadcasters on

channel launches, digital futures and management support. He was in the launch teams for
Teachers TV and the CITV Channel in the
UK, and was advisor to the Al Jazeera
Children’s Channel for three years. He also
consulted with the European Broadcasting
Union on their Children’s and Youth strategy.
As Editorial Director of the Children’s Media
Conference, Greg has grown this annual event
into a gathering of 1,000+ delegates, with over
200 speakers, and spin-off events and activities
year-round. Greg is also Director of The
Children’s Media Foundation.
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The Creative Garden
www.thecreativegarden.co.uk

Sarah Baynes
CEO
Email
sarah@thecreative
garden.co.uk

Sarah is the founder of The Creative Garden
where she has worked as a senior executive
consultant and coach for 15 years.
She specialises in concept creation, mentoring
and development, working with leading global
companies through to small independents.
She and her team work with international
broadcasters, creatives, digital innovators and
business leaders on a range of issues including
channel launches, multi-platform ventures and
concept strategy. In addition she is known internationally for her executive coaching which
includes working with senior company
executives to fine tune their media strategies,
running Ideas Labs, Pitching sessions and
Communications packages. Clients include
international banks and telecoms companies
who understand the commercial value of
creativity.
Before establishing The Creative Garden, Sarah
was a commissioner at Channel 4 tv for over

15 years. She was part of the launch team and
commissioner for ‘The Big Breakfast’ before
assuming responsibilities for the first youth
branded slots for T4.
She is a founding member and co-deputy Chair
of the Advisory Board of the Children’s Media
Conference. She leads the UK delegation to
Kidscreen and the UK delegation to CICAF
(China International Cartoon & Animation
Festival) in Hangzhou She was Executive
Summit Director for the Children’s Global
Media Summit hosted by the BBC in
December 2017.

The Pineapple Lounge
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www.thepineapplelounge.com

Riwanon Gestin
Senior Global Strategy
Director
Email
riwanon@thepineapple
lounge.com
Instagram
@tplresearc
LinkedIn
The Pineapple Lounge

The Pineapple Lounge:
• Insight consultancy
• Experts in family, parenting, child and youth
• Services in research, strategy, innovation,
trends and futuring
• Global in location, outlook and briefs
undertaken
• Category expertise: content, streaming
platforms, social media, lifestyle, technology,
toys, food & drink, beauty, sport
• Global Hack-Squad. Child and youth
experts or ‘trend hoovers’ in key categories
• Global expert network
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Three Arrows Media
www.threearrowsmedia.com
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Jon Hancock
MD
Email
jon.hancock@threearrows
media.com
LinkedIn
Jon Hancock

02
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© Three Arrows Media

Three Arrows Media are producers of awardwinning children’s and family media, based in
Manchester, UK.
Passionate about serving broadcasters to
achieve their aims, Three Arrows is behind
‘Treasure Champs’ (CBeebies), the awardwinning pre-school factual format about Values,
and co-produces both the hit dual-viewing
brand ‘The Baby Club’ (CBeebies) and the
comedy-drama series ‘Andy and the Band’
(CBeebies/CBBC) starring Andy Day.

03

Threewise Entertainment
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www.threewise.com

Sarah Praseedom
Development Coordinator
Email
sarah@threewise.com
LinkedIn
Sarah Praseedom

Threewise Entertainment is a brand new
UK-China Kids & Family indie developing
and producing international scripted content
for TV, Film and on-demand across Pre-School,
Tweens, Teens and Families.
Founded by UK Producers Michael Ford and
Luna Luo, the company is currently partnered
on live-action shows for Children’s BBC and
Nickelodeon, including co-productions for
Australia and Canada.
Elsewhere, Threewise is developing an actionpacked slate of live-action and animated
originals, and is always on the lookout for
two-way co-productions, fresh new ideas, and
adaptations of existing IP.
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Visionality Media
www.visionality.co.uk
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Julian Bashford
Creator / Producer
Email
julian@visionality.co.uk
LinkedIn
Julian Bashford
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01, 02 © Visionality
Media Ltd

Visionality is proud to be launching the
official new show set in the worlds of legendary
children’s TV series set in Trumptonshire.
Following shows that we all grew up with,
such as ‘Chigley’, ‘Camberwick Green’ and
Trumpton was never going to be easy, but
neither is being a child in the 21st century.
That is why we created ‘Fernley’ with stop
motion experts, Mackinnon and Saunders.
Inspired by the global challenges kids today
face, such as climate change, pandemics, food
security and plastics in the ocean, ‘Fernley’
introduces us to a new set of characters firmly
rooted in the worlds of the original shows,
facing these challenges head on. As the original
shows did then, ‘Fernley’ shows a community
working together, but now with diversity
through and through.
‘Fernley’ is being created with the daughter of
Gordon Murray, a legendary figure in British
children’s television.

This is not all, however. Visionality is the
creative team behind several other new shows,
including ‘BooSnoo’, ‘Dance:Mission’, ‘Pitch
Invaders’, ‘31st Acorn’ and ‘Pups!’
Visionality aims to bring fresh, ambitious ideas
to children’s TV, from the very youngest
audience to tween and teen audiences, and
across production styles including stop motion,
2D and 3D animation as well as live action.
The current slate of shows include developments with several of the UK’s leading studios
including Mackinnon and Saunders, Sun and
Moon Studios, Studio Liddell and Wish Films.

Yamination Studios
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www.yamination.com

01

Drew Roper
Director / Producer
Email
info@yamination.com
Instagram
@Yaminations
LinkedIn:
Drew Roper

Yamination Studios is an animation company
specialising in stop motion animation in the
heart of Birmingham.
Taking its name from yam yam, a term
referring to their regional positioning within
the ‘Black Country’ and their crazily cryptic
vernacular, the studios are the embodiment of
founder Drew Roper. A multi-award winning
director / producer who’s behind almost everything that goes out of the swinging doors.
The studio covers all aspects of production
within its walls, thriving on creativity and
innovation. Oh, and plasticine. Lots and lots
of plasticine.
Since its creation in 2009, Yamination has been
up to its ears Imagineering shorts, pilots, TV
commercials, promos, fun-filled fabricated
installations and IP developments for a variety
of platforms and prestigious clientele.

In fact, when it comes to bringing little things
to life, this place does it with buckets of passion,
character and – most of the time – plasticine.

01. © 2021. Yamination
Studios Limited.
All Rights Reserved.
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Contact
The UK Mission Team

The UK@Kidscreen delegation
is hosted by:
Greg Childs
Editorial Director
The Children’s Media Conference
greg@thechildrensmediaconference.com
Sarah Baynes
CEO
The Creative Garden
sarah.baynes@thecreativegarden.co.uk
Lauren Bartles
Head of Operations
The Children’s Media Conference
lauren@thechildrensmediaconference.com
Jacqui Wells
Deputy Director
The Children’s Media Conference
jacqui@thechildrensmediaconference.com
Helen McAleer
CMC International Exchange
intex@thechildrensmediaconference.com
Diane Quinn
CMC International Exchange
diane@thechildrensmediaconference.com
Department for International Trade
Tony Humphreys
Screen Specialist, Creative Content
Department for International Trade
tony.humphreys@trade.gov.uk
Gerry Ritchie
International Trade Advisor
Department for International Trade
gerryritchie@tradelondon.org.uk
Richard Powell
Vice-Consul, Creative & Digital Media
Department for International Trade
British Consulate General
New York
richard.powell@mobile.trade.gov.uk
Josh Goldsmith
Trade and Investment Manager
Department for International Trade
British Consulate General
New York
Josh.Goldsmith@mobile.trade.gov.uk

The UK’s Department for International Trade (DIT)
has overall responsibility for promoting UK trade
across the world and attracting foreign investment to
our economy. We are a specialised government body
with responsibility for negotiating international trade
policy, supporting business, as well as delivering an
outward-looking trade diplomacy strategy.
For further information please visit great.gov.uk or
telephone +44 (0)20 7215 5000 Follow us on Twitter
@tradegovuk_CI
The UK@Kidscreen Mission is organised by
The Children’s Media Conference and is supported
by DIT.
Published January 2021 by The Children’s Media
Conference Ltd. © 2021.
This document is identified as having third party
copyright information and permission will need to
be obtained from the copyright holders concerned.
Any enquiries regarding this publication should be sent
to contact@thechildrensmediaconference.com

